
 

 

As we all know, the lake has come up over 40 feet since the rain started about 6 weeks ago.  Rand and 

his team have done a great job of preparing and adjusting the docs, especially given how fast the lake 

rose the 15th and 16th of October.   

On the 15th the decision was made to evacuate boats and trailers from the Dry Sail Area to higher 

ground due to the rapidly rising lake levels.  The call went out to the membership at around noon that 

we would start moving boats at 2.  By 5pm everything that could be move was moved to higher ground, 

which was fortunate as the next day the Dry Sail Area was inundated.  The members really stepped up 

and got it done. 

Although many people showed up to help, I would like to single out a few people, Wade Bingaman, Ray 

Schull and Jorge Martin-de-Nicholas took leadership roles in the different areas, with Wade and Ray 

leading the effort in the Dry Sail Area and Jorge taking over from me to get boats parked in an orderly 

manner.  I am sure there were several others who stood out, but I was rather busy at the time.  A final 

huge Thank You to those who did come out and helped.  It may not have been as pretty as it could have 

been but it got done, and in what I believe is record time. 

We got the High-Water Action Plan out, and we used it for a template, but it became obvious that the 

plan in deficient in a few areas, especially with the lake rising as rapidly as it during this flood.  I will be 

asking for input from a few key people who stepped up and tool leadership roles during this last 

evacuation to put together an after-action report and make suggestions for changes and update to the 

High Water Plan.  Just a few thoughts 

 We need to have designated people in charge of three different areas, the dry sail area, traffic 

control and boat parking in the yard.  These folks should be easily identifiable (some sort of 

identify clothing or something).  We should also pull the handheld VHF radios out so those in 

charge can communicate. 

 Boats should be pulled out of the Dry Sail Area in a specific order: 

o Boats with masts down or boats that can fit under trees first. 

o Larger Boats with masts next 

o Smaller boats with masts finally 

 We need to control members just coming out and pulling their boats and putting them willy nilly 

 Traffic control and Traffic direction is important and needs to be directed and controlled 

 Any empty trailers in the work area or the dry out area need to be removed so boats can be put 

in those places 
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I would like to thank Kurt Carson and his team, Kurt has been keeping an eye on the docks while the lake 

is up and has been checking to make sure all the boats are secure and none are in danger.  Also I would 

like to thank JK who has been a great help to Tom Cunningham.  Finally a big thank you to Tom and 

Jackie for getting us through this.  Tom did a great job as a source of information and getting stuff done 

during this stressful time. 

Obviously, the costs associated with the flood were not in the planned Harbor Budget.  There is $60K in 

the budget for construction of 4 new board boat docks that was slated to start this month.  It is doubtful 

that this project will be completed this year.  We should discuss using those funds to cover the Harbor 

costs incurred during this flood, unless of course those costs can be claimed against the insurance policy. 

We will have to wait for the lake to do down, (and hope that the storms in the Pacific right now don’t 

come our way with more water).  Docks 4, 5 and 6 will be moved back to their original positions as soon 

as is practical and when Rand can get to it.   We will need to inspect all docks for damage, and it will be 

critical to move forward with the planned inspection and repairs on Dock 4 which is budgeted for this 

year. 

I have no specific motions this meeting, I am sure there will be plenty next month asking for money and 

asking for forgiveness for money spent this month. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dane J Ohe 

AYC Harbor Commander 2018 


